Population-based study of the association of osteoporosis and chronic musculoskeletal pain and locomotive syndrome: the Katashina study.
"Locomotive syndrome", a concept proposed by the Japanese Orthopaedic Association (JOA), refers to risk conditions among the elderly population that may lead to the need for nursing care services. The association between osteoporosis (OP) or chronic musculoskeletal pain (CMSP) and the screening results of locomotive dysfunction identified by the GLFS-25 (a 25-question geriatric locomotive function scale) has not yet been adequately investigated. Two hundred eighty-seven Japanese subjects were evaluated for locomotive dysfunction using the GLFS-25 and were also evaluated for their bone status by a quantitative ultrasound (QUS) assessment of the bone status (i.e., the measurement of the speed of sound (SOS) of the calcaneus). Furthermore, a questionnaire survey concerning CMSP persisting for 3 months or longer was given to those subjects. Statistical analyses were conducted to clarify the association between the bone status or CMSP and the screening results for locomotive dysfunction. The % young adult mean (%YAM) of the SOS was significantly lower among the 43 subjects with locomotive dysfunction identified by the GLFS-25 than in the 244 subjects without locomotive dysfunction (p < 0.001). Moreover, low back pain (p < 0.01), shoulder pain (p < 0.05) and knee pain (p < 0.001) were significantly more frequently observed in the 43 subjects with locomotive dysfunction than the 244 subjects without locomotive dysfunction. The screening results of the %YAM of the SOS was significantly associated with the population demonstrating locomotive dysfunction screened by the GLFS-25 based on the age-, gender- and BMI-adjusted analysis (OR 0.95, 95 % CI 0.91-0.98). Furthermore, the %YAM of SOS correlated with the GLFS-25 score (β = -0.212, p = 0.001). Furthermore, low back pain (OR 2.60, 95 % CI 1.29-5.24), shoulder pain (OR 2.16, 95 % CI 1.00-4.66), and knee pain (OR 2.97, 95 % CI 1.41-6.28) were found to be associated with locomotive dysfunction based on the results of the age-, gender- and a BMI-adjusted analysis. The %YAM of the SOS was associated with the population demonstrating locomotive dysfunction which was identified using the GLFS-25, and the severity of locomotive dysfunction evaluated by the GLFS-25 was found to correlate with the %YAM of the SOS. Furthermore, low back pain, shoulder pain and knee pain were found to be associated with the screening results for locomotive dysfunction by the GLFS-25.